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Background
Fine-Grained Entity Typing (FET):

c : He is interred at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park in Hollywood Hills,

ο A pre-defined type hierarchy.

Los Angeles, CA.

ο Given sentence c with entity mention m .

m : Hollywood Hills

ο Answer one most appropriate fine-grained entity type y.
y : /entity/geography/mountain

distant supervision: Construct supervised corpus for FET
link
ο entity mention --->
knowledge base nodes

ο node types ---> the distant labels
ο provide supervision & NOISE

Figure from ( Chen et al. Hierarchical Entity Typing via Multi-level Learning to Rank. 2020. )

Recent Approaches
NDP (Wu et al. 2019):

ο Weight out noisy samples.
ο Assumption: distant labels always contain the correct type <-

Overly Strong

NFETC-CLSC (Chen et al. 2019):
ο Classification objective on “clean” samples
ο Unsupervised cluster objective on “clean” + “noisy” samples <-

Not always valid

ο Prerequisites: judgeable “clean” training set
ο Assumption: samples with one type label contains no noise

<-

Overly Strong

Wu et al. Modeling Noisy Hierarchical Types in Fine-Grained Entity Typing: A Content-Based Weighting Approach. 2019.
Chen et al. Improving Distantly-supervised Entity Typing with Compact Latent Space Clustering. 2019.

Recent Approaches
NDP (Wu et al. 2019):

ο Weight out noisy samples.
ο Assumption: distant labels always contain the correct type
NFETC-CLSC (Chen et al. 2019):
ο Classification objective on “clean” samples
ο Unsupervised cluster objective on “clean” + “noisy” samples
ο Prerequisites: judgeable “clean” training set
ο Assumption: samples with one type label contains no noise
In a word:
-> Rely on Overly Strong assumptions/prerequisites
-> × × false positive one type “clean” samples × ×
Wu et al. Modeling Noisy Hierarchical Types in Fine-Grained Entity Typing: A Content-Based Weighting Approach. 2019.
Chen et al. Improving Distantly-supervised Entity Typing with Compact Latent Space Clustering. 2019.

Our Method
Use NFETC with parameters as the backbone network.
Pseudo Label Distribution Estimation:

ο

assign

: Continuous pseudo distribution ---> each training sample

ο Trainable, update through BP.
ο

--->



Automatic Relabeling (AR) Process:
ο Assumption: each sample has exact one true type label
ο Objective:
Confirmation Bias!
Ignore the noisy labels



Our Method
Automatic Relabeling (AR) Process:
ο Assumption: each sample has exact one true type label
ο Main Objective:
ο Information in noisy labels:
ο ××Totally different from noisy labels ××:
ο Noisy labels contain valuable information, using it for pseudo distribution initialization
ο keep predictive distribution reasonable:

ο Distribution Sharpen Constraint:
ο Estimated distribution

-> one-hot pseudo labels





Our Method
Three phrase Training:

ο Preliminary Training, use , update .
ο Automatic Relabeling.

ο Fine-Tuning, use , update .

NFETC-AR Framework

Exp: Baselines & Evaluation
Baselines:
ο NFETC - (Xu et al., 2018, our backbone). [variants w/wo hier loss]
ο NDP – (Wu et al., 2019).

ο NFETC-CLSC - (Chen et al., 2019).
ο NFETC-AR w/o KL/Noisy-Info/Sharpen - (ablation study).
Datasets:

ο BBN, Wiki, OntoNotes
Evaluation:
ο Classification Accuracy
ο Macro F1
ο Micro F1

Exp: Results

ablation on OntoNotes

Classification performances on three benchmark datasets

Exp: Analysis

Three types of relabeling
ο
ο
ο
ο

multi-to-one-in:
multi-to-one-out:
one-to-one-out:
Relabeling/All-Samples:

97.49%
0.12%
2.39%
27.52%

Conclusion
Automatic Relabeling Process:
ο Helps infer pseudo labels and use the corrected labels for fine-tuning.
ο Verified on noisy label FET task.
ο NOT rely any prerequisite or extra supervision. (robust)
ο Backbone agnostic, noise agnostic. (general & flexible)
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